Communication is Critical
CONNECTIONS FOR
YOUR HOME SECURITY SYSTEM

FEATURES YOU CAN
DEPEND ON
RED-ILLUMINATED KEYPAD

Most systems automatically reset
after an alarm has been tripped.
Yours will illuminate red until YOU
reset it. If you arrive home and see
red, you know there was trouble –
and that the intruder could still be
inside.

FALSE ALARM FEATURE

The system prompts users to answer
the question on the keypad “Is this a
false alarm” NO YES. With the user’s
response, the monitoring center
receives a simple response as to
whether to dispatch or not.

Constantly Connected
Wherever you are — at home, work, or on the
road — you can interact with others via a variety
of communication links, and access data from a
virtually unlimited number of sources.
By taking advantage of cellular, network, and other
communication channels, we are able to provide
homeowners with increased security, added
convenience, and a constantly growing list of
new feature.

Your Silent Sentry
While some homeowners ask about a freestanding
security system, you create a vastly increased level
of security by having your system monitored via a
communication link. When there’s an alarm, your
system will alert our monitoring center to dispatch
the appropriate emergency responders.

PANIC

Call help immediately by pressing the
panic key on your keypad.

HOME/SLEEP/AWAY

The Home button arms only the
exterior doors and windows while
you’re home so you are free to move
around inside. The button for Sleep
arms all areas except those near
bedrooms. Pressing the Away button
fully arms your system.

Having your alarm system monitored 24/7 by our
operators offers peace of mind. Your system will
alert our monitoring center of any system triggered
alarms whether medical, duress, panic, fire or
burglary. In the event of an emergency, responders
will be notified.

Communication Options

Control Your Home

When selecting your home security system, one of
the most important considerations is availability of
a communication link, and the flexibility to select a
different link in the future if necessary.

Using cellular communication with your security system
makes it possible to add a variety of home control features
via your smartphone or mobile device.

You have three options for connecting your system
to our monitoring center.
DIAL-UP phone lines were once the
only way to connect to the
monitoring center. However, dialup is probably the least secure
communication link because phone
lines may be downed by weather or
cut by intruders.
NETWORK (Internet) connections
provide much higher communication
speeds than dial-up, and also enable a
range of new features. With a network
connection, you can remotely access
your system and receive alerts/alarms
via e-mail.

Remotely turn on lights, radios, televisions and other
appliances, creating the impression that someone
is home.
Adjust your thermostat, so you can set the temperature
while you’re away, then adjust it to a comfortable
temperature on the way home… a real energy and
money saver.
Unlock exterior doors, so you can let someone in, even
when you’re not home. You can also remotely lock
exterior doors, eliminating the need to rush home to
verify that you locked the door on your way out.
Open or close your garage door and check door status.

CELLULAR is becoming the most
reliable and capable connection.
Your cellular connection can’t be
accidentally or intentionally cut, and
cellular opens the door to an incredible
assortment of mobile security features.

Total Mobile Control
If you include a cellular connection for your
security system, you have a number of options for
mobile control.
The Virtual Keypad app works on
your smartphone or mobile device.
Download the app, and you can access all
of the most commonly used security
system functions and video via an
attractive graphic interface.
™

With a cellular connection
you can control your security
system remotely, as well as
control other devices such
as locks, lights, thermostats,
and MORE!

Protecting Your Most Valuable Asset,
Your Family

Protecting your family is serious business,
which is why we take our business equally
as serious. When selecting your security
system, carefully consider the communication
options and features. While most systems
provide basic home protection, the right
communication capabilities greatly enhance
the security performance of your system.

Use the Virtual Keypad app to
remotely access interior and exterior
wireless IP video cameras or video
history including recorded video from
your Network Video Recorder hard drive.
View the images live, record video clips,
or have clips e-mailed to you.

Adding a cellular communication link
not only strengthens your security system
but also keeps you
connected to what
matters most —
your family.

Keypad lighting illuminates
red during an alarm, and
remains red, so you can
instantly see that an alarm
has occurred while you
were out.

Graphic Touchscreen Keypad

Contact us today for a free in-home
evaluation and estimate!
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